
Easter 2015
The forest is alive with nesting eggs 
and the sounds of bunnies. Hello 
Spring oh how we’ve missed you.



 

 
Easter 2015  
 
Name single bag collection 100g 200g Notes 
Hand crafted Eggs with a not yet released 
Soma surprise. 

$23     This year our chocolate eggs are lacy and fancy, piped on one side, with the opposite negative pattern 
on the other. The egg sits on a hazelnut chocolate nest that we hand cranked through an old Venetian 
pasta press. Inside each egg hides an open mouth fig stuffed with roasted almond and butter caramel 
tumbled in, you guessed it- more chocolate. 
 

Rascally Rabbit $10     This mischievous solid chocolate bunny is available in: 
• Dark Peruvian Chocolate 
• Costa Rican Milk Chocolate 
• Dark Sugar-free chocolate 
• Roasted White chocolate 

 
Runaway bunnies  $3    2 little cuties per bag. Perfect size for Easter Egg hunting. 

Available in Dark or Milk chocolate 
 

Cutest Bunny Ever $15     Minimalist bunnies, Patchy bunnies, Jackson Pollock bunnies all with their own unique personality, 
hand painted made with love. Available in: 
Dark chocolate 
Milk chocolate 
 

Odd fellows 
Our new Springtime cookie bowl 
5 different cookies in one bowl dressed 
up nice for gifting or for immediate 
consumption. Grab a buddy and some 
steamy hot drinks and spend the 
afternoon munching and chatting. 
 

  $13.5   Our fresh new cookie collection includes: 
• FLORENTINE SABLE: 2 powerhouse cookies in one, a crisp yet chewy caramelized layer of 

almonds, and candied fruit baked onto a buttery vanilla sable.  
• COCONUT SNAP: we ate tons of these little coconut cookies in Vietnam last year. They are not 

too sweet, crunchy and perfect with gelato or an iced coffee 
• LINZER COOKIE: a super classic. The tiny cookie version of Linzertorte the famous cinnamon, 

hazelnut and raspberry jam torte from Austria.  
• OSSI: a lighter version of our regular ossi dei morti (bones of the dead spiked with a bit of 

chocolate. There are many versions of this cookie in Italy, this one would be closest to the 
hazelnut abundant Piemontese style. 

• BURANELLI: A traditional cookie found all over Venice but which originates on the nearby island 
of Burano. Simple and rich buttery cookie with the characteristic ring shape. Perfect for dipping 
into a glass of Vin Santo, or a late harvest Riesling. 

 
Lemon Meringue Pie truffle $2     To wake up our tastebuds we created this zingy little truffle to welcome Spring back into our lives. 

Lemon sings the high puckery notes, white chocolate provides the creamy sweet base. Rolled in 
feuilletine for a crunchy outer crust. 
 

5 Berry POP 
white chocolate bark with strawberries, 
raspberries, blueberries, cranberries, 
cherries and POProcks 
 

$16.5     It’s been a cold winter and we are ready for some sun. Our fresh berry bark will evoke dreams of a 
summer day or eating astronaut ice cream on the moon. Freeze-dried and pulverized berries 
reincarnated as a thin chocolate bark with poprocks for a bubbly effect.  
 

 
We use a variety of nuts, flour, & dairy products such as butter and cream in our chocolate factory so any of our products may contain traces.  
All our Easter goodies are made in limited editions. To avoid disappointment you can adopt these bunnies and eggs early or give us a ring so we can put the little sweeties on hold for you. 
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microbatch: bean to bar
Making microbatch chocolate since 2003. We 
search out, roast, refine, and conch the best 
flavour-grade, organic and fairtrade cacoa beans 
from the Caribbean, South America, Madagascar 
and beyond. The potential of a single cacao bean is 
immense. “travelling without moving”



microbatch chocolate 
 

1 of 2  

name collection batch %  Bean  Origin Notes weight $ 
         
Arcana 
 

Roots arcL1 100 Trinitario 
Trinitario 
Trinitario 
Nacional 
Trinitario 

Patanemo 
El Vigia 
Nicaragua 
Peru Nacional 
PNG 

Made with 5 types of flavour grade cacao beans. The 
cocoa is roasted, refined, and conched without the 
addition of sugar emulsifiers or flavourings. The wild raw 
taste of this 100% chocolate may bring about an 
unexpected change of consciousness. 

45g bar $5.50 
 

Bachelor’s Hall 
 

Black Science JamL2 70 Trinitario Jamaica We've wanted to honor the cultural connection between 
Jamaica and Toronto and so have been looking to source 
cacao from Jamaica for many years.  This year we finally 
received an interesting sample courtesy of a plantation in 
St Thomas Parish called Bachelor's Hall Estate. The owner 
Mr. Desmond Jadusingh grows a nice crop of Trinitario 
beans that are carefully fermented and systematically 
dried. The result: a chocolate with ripe raspberries and 
wildflower honey 

65g bar 
25g bar 

$8.75 
$4 

Camino Verde Black Science CvcL1 70 Nacional Ecuador Camino Verde (Ecuador) is a unique Arriba Nacional 
due to the progressive fermentation methods/science 
involved in producing the cacao. By treating the cacao 
like wine, grower Vicente Norero controls the 
microbiology of the ferment just as a wine maker would. 
Pausing inoculation & imposing different bacteria to 
control the degradation of acid and sugars during the 
entire process. The result is a bar that is creamy in 
texture, notes of roasted nuts and baked brownies. 
 

65g bar $8.75 

Chuao  
Coming Soon! 
 

Black Science ChuL2 70 Criollo Chuao, Venezuela The legendary "pure and delicate Criollo" from the 
central  coastal highlands of Venezuela.The Chuao 
plantation produces a variety of cocoa that is famous for 
its quality and  has a well documented history going back 
to 1592. We picked up a small lot of this cacao and have 
used gentle roasting and conching with no added vanilla 
or soy lecithin to make a bar that can tell its own story... 
Intense, aromatic with notes of toasted almonds & dried 
figs 

65g $11 

Crazy 88 
Coming Soon! 
 

Dual origin CraL1 88 Trinitario 
Nacional  
Criollo 
Trinitario 
 

Nicaragua Rugoso 
Peru 
El Vigia 
Madagascar 

 
TBA 

65g $8.75 

Dark Fire 
 

Infusion CSX49 66 blend Venezuela A mysterious and flavourful chocolate with chilli, ginger, 
vanilla and our blend of SOMA spices. 

65g bar 
200g bar 

$8.75 
$20.00 

Exploration Box 
 

Collection     Limited edition- For the serious chocolate lover. WINTER 
2015 edition. 4 different Soma signature artisan 
chocolate sticks made in our micro-chocolate factory. 7 
sticks of each: 
Nacional P, Peru 
Camino Verde, Ecuador 
Papua New Guinea 
Elvesia, Dominican Republic 

28 sticks 
[7 sticks of  
4 different 
origins] 

$23 

Green Tangerine 
 

Infusion GT36 70 Trinitario Madagascar A fresh new taste made by infusing natural Green 
Tangerine with cacao beans sourced from Indian Ocean 
plantations. 

65g bar 
200g bar 

$8.75 
$20 

Little Big Man Dual origin LbmL1 70 Nacional 
Trinitario 

Ecuador (Camino Verde) 
Madagascar 

To break in and inaugurate our new larger chocolate 
production line we decided to meld some special origins. 
Maintaining a global perspective we used cacao from 
different ends of the planet. Equal amounts of, nutty dark 
Nacional from Ecuador and Madagascar’s supremely 
fruity and organic cocoa. A blend for the ages. Notes of 
raspberry jam and toast with a hint of liquorice. 
 

65g bar $8.75 

Madagascar Black Science MadL1 70 Trinitario Madagascar Madagascar, one of our favourite origins. The plantations 
where it is grown are in the Sambirano region named 
after the river, which runs from the foothills of 
Madagascar’s highest peak through the Sambirano 
Valley. Intense notes of red berries. 

65g bar 
25g 

$8.75 
$4 
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microbatch chocolate 
 

1 of 2  

name collection batch %  Bean  Origin Notes weight $ 
         
Madagascar 
NIBS 
 

Black Science MadL1 70 Trinitario Madagascar Madagascar cacao from the Sambirano Valley is given a 
medium roast  and then tumbled in dark chocolate. Mildly 
smoky and pleasantly astringent. Experience the tiny 
bursts of nutty cacao flavour. Strongly addictive- user 
may experience euphoria 

75g $8 

Nacional P 
 
This is the bar that 
recently won gold 
(Canada) Silver 
(Americas) & 
bronze (world) in 
the International 
Chocolate Awards 

Black Science NacpL2 70 Nacional Peru If you stayed awake in chocolate class you would know 
that "Nacional" is a fine flavor cacao that originated in 
Ecuador and is renowned for its pronounced floral 
character. Recently a genuine strain of Nacional was 
recovered, growing at a high altitude in a box canyon in 
the Maranon River valley of Peru. With some relatively 
atypical white-colored seeds. DNA tests show it to be an 
identical match to pure Nacional. We distinguish it from 
its Ecuadorian brother by adding a "P" for Peru. 

65g $11 

Papua New Guinea 
 

Black Science PngL1 70 Trinitario Papua New Guinea 
 

Flavor grade "Trinitario" cocoa was introduced to Papua 
New Guinea by German settlers in the late nineteeth 
century. This chocolate has an extreme fruity acidity and 
a subtle smokiness. 

65g bar $8.75 

Old School 
 

Roots OS137 66 Trinitario Madagascar 
 

Chocolate as it was back in the day: Simple and pure. 
Only two ingredients ground together in our vintage 
melangeur- no further processing, refining or conching 
Partially ground cocoa nibs and whole crystals of organic 
cane sugar provide an entirely unique crumbly almost 
cookie-like texture. Old School all the way... 

90g +/- $9 

Stratus Bar 
In collaboration with 
our friends at 
Stratus Vineyards in 
Niagara-on-the-
Lake 
 
This batch is made 
with Stratus white 
wine lees 

Infusion 
 

STR5 70 Nacional Camino Verde 
  

Last year, a novel idea came to us after an inspired 
conversation with our friends at Stratus Vineyards in 
Niagara-on-the-Lake. Shortly thereafter, an oak barrel, 
partially filled with the residual yeast cells from the 
winemaking process known as “lees”, was delivered from 
Stratus to Soma. We roasted some Nacional cacao from 
Ecuador & added the roasted nibs to the wine barrel, 
sealed it and then left it alone, kicking it around every 
once in a while to make sure things were mixed.  After 
three months, an incredible aromatic wine infused cocoa 
emerged. We continued with our chocolate making 
process, grinding, refining and conching. The result is an 
elegant 70% chocolate with a heightened dimension of 
flavour.  An experimental Soma chocolate bar with the 
subtle flavour of a Stratus wine. 

65g $11 

Coming soon!!! In the next few weeks we will be busy making batches of past favourites and new batches from some very interesting new beans set to arrive 

 
name collection batch %  Bean  Origin Notes weight $ 
Chuno Black Science  70 Trinitario Nicaragua TBA 65g  

Porcelana Black Science  70 Criollo Venezuela TBA 65g  

 
Please note: All our products are made in a space where we use wheat, flour and nuts including tree nuts and peanuts so there may be traces. 
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truf�es
Our truf�es are the chameleons of 
our collection. They have the ability 
to embody any ingredient or 
texture with shape shifting abilities. 

Creating new truf�e �avours is a 
great deal of fun, but with just one 
tiny all encompassing bite the 
stakes are high. Hours upon hours 
are spent making sure that tiny 
mouthful is extra delightful.



truffles/pralines 
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Gluten? * Nuts? * Dairy? * Notes: 
8 year aged Balsamic Vinegar  +     + The sweet & sour of aged balsamic vinegar is infused into a dark ganache made with 

Madagascar chocolate known for it’s big bold red notes. 
Arbequina Olive Oil  +     + Made with “Chuao” chocolate and blended with a Spanish olive oil made strictly from 

fruity “Arbequina” olives. Fresh cut grass/green olive taste, smooth slippery texture. 
Bergamot  +     + Infused with the oil of the aromatic bergamot orange, a citrus commonly found in earl 

grey tea 
Beurre Noisette (Brown Butter)  +     + Fresh butter and vanilla is slow cooked to a nutty brown colour and then blended with 

dark chocolate. 
Caramel Cream Kiss   +    + A caramel and milk chocolate ganache, sweet and creamy. 
Cherry Bomb  + +    + A layer of wild cherry jelly and a layer of milk chocolate ganache.  
Douglas Fir  +     + A fruity chocolate from the Dominican Republic infused with the natural oils of the 

Douglas Fir tree. Fresh pine flavour. Think eating chocolate in a Canadian Pine forest. 
Gooderham Worts Whisky  +   +  + A bold whisky truffle dusted with dark cocoa powder for extra punch. Inspired by our 

building’s first incarnation as a spirits distillery. 
Meyer Lemon and Australian 
Ginger 

 +     + Australian ginger and Meyer lemon juice. The sour and spiciness of the lemon and 
ginger balance the richness of the dark Madagascar chocolate. 

Spicy Mayan Dome  +     + The truffle version of our spicy hot chocolate infused with chili, ginger, orange peel, 
allspice cinnamon. 

Thai Stick +      + This is the fuzzy sweater of our truffle collection, white chocolate, coconut milk, ginger 
and the zip of lemongrass, chili and lime. Aromatic and assertive with an expansive 
warming effect much like slurping back a big steamy bowl of Thai Coconut soup. 

Vietnamese Coffee + +   

  

+ Contrast is what makes life intriguing. In the context of food there’s no better example 
than Vietnamese Coffee—strong, black as night coffee paired with a thick sweet layer of 
condensed milk. We make our dark layer without sugar, combining our 100% “Arcana” 
chocolate (made with Nicaragua, Ecuador, Papua New Guinea and Jamaica cacao 
beans) with fresh ground coffee layered on top of a milky sweet ganache. The mixing 
part happens in your mouth. 

 
PRALINES 

    
Gluten? Nuts? Dairy? Notes 

Butter Caramel with Fleur de Sel    +   + A slow cooked buttery vanilla caramel enrobed in dark chocolate and finished with a 
pinch of fleur de sel. 

Cacao Bean- Roasted  +      A single whole roasted cocoa bean encased in a dark chocolate. 
Dark chocolate Almond Cluster  +    + + Praline and gianduja decorated with slow roasted almonds and enrobed in dark 

chocolate. 
Feuilletine Caramel    + +  + A slow cooked buttery vanilla caramel enrobed in dark chocolate and tumbled in crispy 

feuilletine flakes. 
Gianduja   +   + + The classic hazelnut chocolate from large "tonda e gentile" hazelnuts from Piedmonte, 

Italy and milk chocolate. 
Milk Chocolate Almond Cluster   +   + + Praline and gianduja decorated with slow roasted almonds and enrobed in milk 

chocolate. 
Orange Marzipan      +  A classic marzipan blended with candied blood orange peel. 
Pecan Butter Crunch   +   + + Crisp toffee with two gently toasted pecan halves enrobed in milk chocolate. 
Pistachio Crisp   +  + + + Our newest baby. A crisp light praline with a nutty personality. 
Sparky” Gianduja laced with 
poprocks 

  +   + + The classic hazelnut chocolate from Piemonte, Italy is blended with pop rocks, the candy 
that explodes in your mouth…  

         
UNIQUE ORIGINS     Gluten? Nuts? Dairy? Notes 
Madagascar  +     + Organic Criollo cacao beans. Distinctively red in colour, intense notes of red fruits like 

cherries & strawberries. 
Java  +     + Criollo cacao beans. From these beans we’ve created a chocolate that is remarkably 

light in colour. An exotic, fruity and smoky experience 
Brazil   +     + An ancient Amelonado type cacao called Parazinho grown high on the mountains of 

Cafundós. The crop grows fully integrated with the endangered Atlantic Tropical 
Rainforest encouraging biodiversity. Notes of brownies & roasted grains. 

Venezuela  +     + “El Vigia” Criollo cacao beans. A rich lingering chocolate with notes of cream, cashews 
and raisins. 

Ecuador  +     + “Balao” Nacional cacao beans from Guayas province renowned for their floral 
character. Hints of jasmine oranges & spice. 

 
*products without  gluten, nuts or dairy in ingredient lists may contain very small trace amounts  
All truffles are $2 each. 
LOVE YOUR TRUFFLES! Our chocolate is made with all natural ingredients. Ideally our truffles should be eaten immediately. For very short term storage they should be stored away from 
heat, sunshine, humidity and strong odours in a cool, dark, dry place until serving. Ideal temperature is 14-16 ºC We do not recommend storage in a refrigerator as this may affect the appearance and 
quality of the chocolate. Chocolate is best eaten at room temperature. 
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elixirs: 
The Canadian in us ensures the hot 
chocolate portion of our brains is fully 
intact. Humankind has been drinking 
chocolate since the Olmec civilization 
and there have been many fascinating 
variations since. We present to you 5 
solid renditions of our own. Make at 
home version ready to warm you from 
the inside out. Your own internal block 
heater



	  
	  

elixir collection- price list 
	  
Name 75g 200g 300g 500g Notes 
A la Taza Hot chocolate $5.50    The classic thick hot chocolate of Barcelona gently spiced with cinnamon, vanilla and allspice 
Dark Side of the Mug Hot 
chocolate 

 $14  $30 a specially created blend of ground chocolate for an outstanding "drink of the gods" a rich modern take on 
drinking chocolate. No spices simple deep dark chocolate at it’s best. 

Gianduja Hot chocolate $5.50    (Italian Hazelnut Milk Chocolate): roasted hazelnuts meet roasted cacao in an all out battle for the senses...add 
some espresso to make the classic “Bicerin” 

Malted Milk Hot chocolate $5.50    Rich, creamy hot chocolate made with a single origin milk chocolate from Costa Rica. 
Mayan Hot chocolate $5.50 $14  $30 Mayan Hot Chocolate dry mix: spiced with Ginger, Madagascar Vanilla, Orange Peel, Chili and our Soma 

blend of spices 
Elixir Gift Box 
 

  $22  a beautiful collection of four flavours packed in a funky gift box: 
 + 75g Mayan 
 + 75g Gianduja 
 + 75g A La Taza 
 + 75g Malted Milk 
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Cookies
We take inspiration from generations of 
Zias and Nonas and create new 
versions of old classics. The 
transformation from a handful of 
ingredients into little bites of joy is a 
thrill we will never get tired of.



 
alchemy collection- price list 
 
Name single 80-100g ½ 

doz 
Dairy?  Flour?  

 
Nuts? Notes 

Amaretti  $6    + Aromatic chewy Almond cookies with a boozy hit of dark rum 
Baci di D’ama  $6  + + + “Ladies Kisses” with a Dark Peruvian Chocolate center 
Baci D’Allassio  $6  + + + Chocolate Hazelnut Buttons with a Dark Peruvian Chocolate center 
Baicoli aka SOMA chips  $6.75   + + Wafer-thin, light crispy double-baked cookies with whole slow roasted Almonds. Sorry 

due to it’s fragile nature SOMA chips are only available in store or by local courier. 
Biscotti $1.5  $9 + + + Our famous biscotti with Dark Peruvian Chocolate and Costa Rican Milk chocolate chunks 

with slow roasted Almonds 
Chocolate Shortbread  $6  + +  Buttery chocolate darlings. 
Crumiri   $6  + +  Cornmeal butter cookies, perfect as dippers 
Crunchy Spiced Pecans  $6   + + Crisp addictive oven roasted Pecans with a dusting of Cayenne pepper 
Flourless Walnut Fudge Cake Baby $4    +  + Our wildly popular chocolate fudge cake. To warm up at home pop them in a 350 

degree oven for 2 minutes. Sorry due to it’s fragile nature fudge cakes are only available 
in store or by local courier. 

Flourless Walnut Fudge Cake Mama $14   +  + Our wildly popular chocolate fudge cake in a mama size. Perfect for dinner parties. To 
warm up at home pop it in a 350 degree oven for 4 minutes Sorry due to it’s fragile 
nature fudge cakes are only available in store or by local courier. 

Fregolata $1.5   + + + Italian Shortbread with slow-roasted Almonds 
Ossi dei Morti  $6   + + “Bones of the Dead” Crunchy Hazelnut cookies 
Pumpkin Snaps  $6   + +  Crisp snappy cookies with whole roasted Pumpkin seeds 
Tozetti  $5  + +  Buttery Honey shortbread made with whole wheat 
Zaletti  $6  + +  Cornmeal and Raisin cookie 
       
       
* All our cookies are made in our bakery where a variety of nuts, flour and dairy such as butter and cream are present. All our products may contain traces. 
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revolution: 
Welcome to our miniature 
world of tumbles where the 
inhabitants wear layers of 
chocolate. Tumbling machines 
are like big concrete mixers 
but instead of cement we �ll 
ours with chocolate.



 
 

revolution collection- price list 
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65g 75g 85g 100g 150g 200g 250g Notes 
Australian Ginger +     $8       Spicy Ginger from Australia 
Green Raisins        $6.25     green sundried Raisins from Iran 
Lightly Salted Toasted Corn  +       $6.25   $12.5 Experience the salty sweet flavours of corn 

and chocolate. 
49th Parallel 
Epic Espresso Beans 

+     $6.25       Our friends at 49th Parallel’s Epic Espresso 
beans {49th Parallel is a small roaster from 
BC producing some pretty darn impressive 
coffee) 

Roasted Cacao Nibs 
Madagascar 

+      $8      El Vigia cacao beans  from Venezuela are 
given a medium roast  and then tumbled in 
dark chocolate. Experience the tiny bursts of 
nutty cacao flavour. Strongly addictive- user 
may experience euphoria 

Roasted Cashews   +      $6.25   $12.5 Tumbled in milk chocolate spiced with a 
warm and aromatic chai spice blend. 

Slow Roasted Almonds +        $6.25   $12.5 Classic SOMA-style chocolate covered 
Almonds 

Slow Roasted Hazelnuts +        $6.25   $12.5 Classic SOMA-style chocolate covered 
Hazelnuts 

Wild Cherries +     $7.5       wild sundried cherries 
Revolution Bax  
Summer edition 
 

+          $18.75  A limited edition collection of 4 samples 
from our delicious tumbles packed up in a 
beautiful gift box . Includes: 
 + Slightly salted Toasted Corn 
 + Slow Roasted Hazelnuts 
 + Roasted Cashews 
 + Wild Cherries 
selections may change without notice 
 

Reverse Candy Apple +    +    $6    We have been weirdly obsessing on how to 
do this one for over a year. It’s all about the 
layers: from inside to out roasted 
Macadamia nut, thin shell of caramelized 
sugar, dark chocolate, white chocolate 
rolled in green apple powder. 

Roasted Pumpkin seeds     +    $6    Roasted and lightly salted pumpkin seeds 
tumbled in a thin layer of white chocolate. 
Delicate, light crunch snack. Moreish. 

 
We use wheat flour, nuts including tree nuts and peanuts, and dairy (cream and butter) in our kitchens so all our products may contain traces. 
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plain and simple:
We present to you a collection of bars that are 
uncomplicated and charming. Nothing too 
mysterious here, just a simple combination of 
quality ingredients on a backbone of great 
chocolate. Bars for the everyday, perfect for 
stashing when the craving arises.



plain and simple chocolate bars- dark 
 
PERUVIAN DARK CHOCOLATE 64% 65g +/−70g 200g disk* 200g  1kg Notes 
plain  $6  $14 $45  
with candied Seville Orange Peel $4.5      
with Slow Roasted Almonds $4.5  $16    
with Slow Roasted Hazelnuts $4.5  $16     
with wild Cherries $4.5      
with candied Australian Ginger $4.5      
with Apricots, Candied Seville Orange 
Peel, Green Raisins, & Slow-roasted 
Almonds 

  $16     

with Maldon Salt  $7    “The Starry Night collection” 
with roasted Cacao Nibs  $7     
With Aleppo Pepper & Maldon Salt  $7.5    Aleppo Pepper from Turkey is paired with Maldon Salt in a special edition bar. Aleppos are on 

the milder side of the hotness scale and are prized for their fruity robust flavour. 

Ruby Red  $8    A dreamy limited edition dark bar with wild cherries, cranberries, barberries, dusted with Sumac 
powder ( a lemony spice used in middle Eastern cooking) 

Strawberry Black Pepper  $8    Nothing quite beats biting into a big, red, juicy strawberry at the height of the season. Being in 
Ontario this experience is fleeting so we vowed to keep the memory alive by creating a bar 
bursting with juicy strawberry notes. A shake of black pepper adds a familiar zip 

       
Sugar-free 60% 65g +/−70g 200g disk*  200g  1kg  
plain $4   $14.5  Made with Maltitol a natural sugar replacer that does not raise blood sugar levels. Ok for 

diabetics and low carb diets. 
       
 
*SOMA possible world- beautiful giftable round chocolate disks embed with delectables. Perfect as Hostess gifts. 
We use wheat flour, nuts including tree nuts and peanuts, and dairy (cream and butter) in our kitchens so all our products may contain traces. 
 
 

 

plain and simple chocolate bars- milk 
 
COSTA RICAN MILK CHOCOLATE 32% 65g +/−70g 200g disk* 200g  1kg  
plain  $6  $14 $45  
with candied Lemon Peel $4.5      
with Slow Roasted Almonds $4.5  $16     
with Slow Roasted Hazelnuts $4.5  $16     
with wild Cherries $4.5      
with Apricots 
Candied Lemon Peel 
Wild Cherries 
Slow Roasted Hazelnuts 

  $16     

With Maldon Salt  $7    “The Starry Night collection” 
       
 
COCOA LATTE 45% 65g 80g 200g  200g  1kg 

 

plain  $6.5  $15.5  A buttery milk chocolate enhanced with a higher than usual cacao content. The result is a smooth 
tasting bar with serious character. Milk chocolate with an edge. 

Mint Bar  $7    Finally a mint bar! Balanced with a high cocoa content milk chocolate, this refreshing bar sings of 
cool. 

       
 
*SOMA possible world- beautiful giftable round chocolate disks embed with delectables. Perfect as Hostess gifts. 
We use wheat flour, nuts including tree nuts and peanuts, and dairy (cream and butter) in our kitchens so all our products may contain traces. 
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tree parts + 
It’s no secret that we 
have a strong admiration 
for trees. Tree metaphors 
and their physical 
attributes are a big part 
of our world. We make 
different versions of 
barks, branches, twigs, 
and sprouts.



 

dipped & toffee 
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Almond Toffee Clusters * + +   $6   Slow-roasted Almond slivers coated in handmade toffee and chocolate 
Coconut Clusters *  + +   $6   Roasted coconut mixed with buttery toffee and chocolate 
English Toffee*  + +   $8   Buttery handmade toffee coated with chocolate topped with slow-roasted Almonds 
Lemon Peel dipped in chocolate  +  $5    Candied Lemon Peel sticks hand-dipped in chocolate 
Lemon Pistachio Toffee   +   $8.5   A fresh zippy toffee creation that sings of Spring. Buttery, lemony, nutty, chocolaty, and 

absolutely delicious.  
Orange Peel dipped in chocolate +   $5    Candied Seville Orange Peel sticks hand-dipped in chocolate 
Orange Slice dipped in chocolate +  $3.5     Candied Seville Orange slices hand-dipped in chocolate 
Salt and Peppa Butter Crunch +  $5     Thin disks of butter toffee, caramelized walnuts and a sprinkle of salt and peppa 
 
* made in both Milk and Dark Chocolate 
 

 

bark+ tubes+ twigs 
 
Name size $ Notes 
5 Berry POP 
white chocolate bark with 
strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, 
cranberries, cherries and POProcks 

150g 16.5 Warning, this fresh berry chocolate bark might make you dream of a summer day with your love, or eating astronaut ice cream on 
the moon together. Freeze-dried and pulverized berries reincarnated as a thin chocolate bark with poprocks for a bubbly effect. 

Twilight Forest Bark  
(Honey roasted Pumpkin seeds and 
Maldon on Dark Chocolate) 

150g 16.5 When this bark first appeared a couple years ago it was a limited edition. After numerous requests from regulars and staff alike we 
brought it back, just as delicious as the first time it was released it.  Pumpkin seeds roasted with wildflower honey, from our friends 
at Rosewood Estates Winery in Beamsville, ON. On a slab of dark chocolate and a twinkle of Maldon salt. 

Calamansi Milk Chocolate Bark 150g 16.5 Inspired by the exotic flavours we found traveling in Vietnam. Toasted coconut, zesty limes, and a squeeze of calamansi (a small 
citrus with a taste between a young lime and a Mandarin orange) on a milk chocolate slab. 

Flying Squirrels Bark 
(milk chocolate bark with roasted 
sesame seeds and Jacobsen’s Sea 
Salt) 
 

150g 16.5 When we were playing around with roasted sesame seeds and milk chocolate we found that in combining the two in a very specific 
ratio a peanut butter and chocolate identity emerges strangely enough without peanuts. Peanut butter (via sesame seeds) + 
chocolate? A combination that works in the most delightful way. 

SOMA tube- Barberry 200g 20 filled with handmade toffee, roasted cocoa bean nibs, feuilletine, spiked with beautiful little barberries ( a tangy-sweet, lemony, 
berry from Iran) 

SOMA tube- Gianduja  200g 20 filled with whole slow roasted Hazelnuts and Gianduja (hazelnut milk chocolate) 
Birch Branch filled with  
Hazelnut Crunch and sour cherry jelly 

branch $30 This special edition version of our branch is our take on the HBJ (Hazelnut Butter & Jelly) sandwich with chocolate as our special 
guest. Chocolate Hazelnut butter with a smile-inducing crunch (inspired by the texture of perfect toast) and a lip-smacking ribbon of 
sour cherry jelly in the middle.  
About our Birch Branch: one of our favourite places to hike is up near Lindsay where my parents have an art studio called 
Whispering Snow. My dad sent us a selection of fallen birch branches knowing we were crazy enough to make anything out of 
chocolate. We had a mould hand sculpted, capturing all those great birch details. Beaver-inspired and perfect for sharing. 
 

 
We use wheat flour, nuts including tree nuts and peanuts, and dairy (cream and butter) in our kitchens so all our products may contain traces. 
 

 

chocolate plus 
 
Name size $ Notes 
Cocoa powder 250g jar $12 A rich dark dutch process cocoa powder suitable for baking and hot chocolate. 22/24% cacao content 
“Majoun”- 
Salted Pistachio butter  
 

115g jar $7.5 A crazy addictive spread that starts with Roasted Pistachios crushed and churned into butter in-house.  Spread it on to bread or crackers. 

    
 
We use wheat flour, nuts including tree nuts and peanuts, and dairy (cream and butter) in our kitchens so all our products may contain traces. 
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